Abstract-We present a system to derive benchmarks for protection of aquatic organisms that, as chemical criteria, promotes regulation of contaminants and, as biological criteria, focuses on an endpoint that adequately represents species abundance. The proposed method utilizes quantile regression to quantify the decline in maximum number of organisms with increasing contaminant concentrations. This limiting function then is applied to project the contaminant concentration associated with a threshold number of organisms. The threshold value is defined according to the study's objective and level of desired protection. Here, we defined it as 0.8 ϫ 90th quantile of the number of organisms in samples from reference sites. We use the proposed system to derive taxonspecific, field-based effect concentrations (FECs) for copper and zinc in Ohio, USA, rivers and streams. Comparisons of results with respective chronic values suggest that only the draft criteria for copper are adequately protective. Projected zinc FECs were far lower than respective estimates of chronic values. The FECs likely are less sensitive to impacts of confounding factors because high numbers of organism in samples are observed when negative effects of other stressors are absent or minimal. We discuss other advantages, limitations, and potential applications of the proposed system.
INTRODUCTION
The main objectives of the Clean Water Act are to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of waters in the United States of America. In order to achieve these goals, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) has developed standards and methods to evaluate and regulate water quality [1] . Chemical and biological criteria are standards for protection of aquatic life. Chemical criteria, formally defined as water quality criteria, express concentrations of a contaminant that are meant to protect aquatic organisms against its short-(acute) and long-term (chronic) toxic effects. Biological criteria are narrative expressions or numerical values that characterize the biological integrity of aquatic communities, which is defined as the ability of an aquatic ecosystem to support and maintain a community of organisms having a species composition, diversity, and functional organization comparable to that of natural habitats within a region (www.epa.gov/ost/biocriteria/basics/).
Chemical and biological criteria use distinct endpoints and different methods to set standards for protection of aquatic life. Derivation of chemical criteria largely is based on results of laboratory toxicity assays, which generally measure the performance of individuals (e.g., survival, growth, or fecundity) exposed to increasing contaminant concentrations [2] . The U.S. EPA derives acute criteria from 48-to 96-h tests of lethality or immobilization. Chronic criteria are computed from results of toxicity tests that last longer periods (often more than 28 d), and measure survival, growth, or reproduction. In contrast, derivation of biological criteria often relies on data from field assessments of fish and benthic macroinvertebrate communities at reference sites, areas minimally affected by anthropogenic effects [3] . Numeric biological criteria often are based on multiple variables (metrics), such as species richness, * To whom correspondence may be addressed (mpacheco@glec-oh.com).
number of sensitive (or tolerant) taxa, and number of individuals that are integrated into a single index [4] .
Although chemical and biological criteria share a common goal, protection of aquatic organisms, differences in their definitions, and methods for derivation result in standards with markedly distinct qualities. For instance, biological criteria are sensitive to any source of environmental impact, and their endpoints (e.g., species abundance and richness) match conservation targets [5] , i.e., the biological units (e.g., species and communities) selected for preservation. Their main weakness is the limited guidance for regulation of stressors [6] . Biological criteria are used to identify impaired waters, but because they solely focus on organisms, they cannot identify and regulate easily the causes of such degraded condition. Chemical criteria, in contrast, are standards that set maximum concentrations of contaminants in the water [2] . Inferences about toxic effects are derived from rigorous, manipulative experiments. A weakness is that endpoints measured mostly in laboratory tests may not represent adequately their conservation targets. Laboratory assays often test toxicity of pollutants on the same group of species (e.g., rainbow trout, fathead minnow, Ceriodaphnia dubia), which may not characterize sensitivities of the taxa at risk of exposure. Furthermore, several theoretical [7, 8] and empirical studies [9, 10] have demonstrated that individual responses to contaminant exposure have limited ability to predict effects of toxicants on populations.
The U.S. EPA recommends integration of chemical and biological criteria through their combined use [1] because each provides an independent evaluation of impairment. Such a strategy, however, may not solve their individual deficiencies, nor improve protection of aquatic organisms. Because the two standards use distinct endpoints, it is not possible to compare the levels of protection they create. For example, concentrations of a contaminant above the chemical criterion may not trigger impairment, as defined by a biological criterion, be- . Simulated data (n ϭ 100) were generated from random uniform distributions (range: 0-1,000 g/L for copper concentrations, 1-100 for number of organisms). The decline in number of organisms with increasing copper concentrations was imposed by discarding points where number of organisms Ͼ 100 Ϫ (0.1 ϫ [Cu]), the limiting function. Natural variability in the number of organisms was simulated by the addition of a random normal deviate with mean ϭ 0 and standard deviation ϭ 5.
cause the chemical criterion inadequately predicts environmental impacts. Violation of a biological criterion may not be associated with excessive contaminant concentrations for similar reasons, or because the source of stress is not a toxic chemical, in which case its identification and regulation could present significant challenges.
This study presents a novel system to derive benchmarks for protection of aquatic organisms. Our objective is to develop benchmarks that, like chemical criteria, promote regulation of contaminants and, like biological criteria, focus on an endpoint that adequately represents species abundance. We describe a method to derive, from field observations, the concentration of a toxic substance that is associated with a small decline in the maximum number of organisms in samples from reference sites. Our system utilizes quantile regression to estimate parameters of the limiting function, which projects the maximum number of organisms along a gradient of contaminant concentrations. This model then is applied to determine the contaminant concentration associated with a 20% decline in the 90th quantile of organism numbers in samples from reference sites. These field-based effect concentrations (FECs) are estimated for several species and compared with respective chronic values derived from laboratory experiments. Integration of multiple FECs into a single benchmark is presented elsewhere (T. Linton, unpublished manuscript, Great Lakes Environmental Center, Columbus, OH, USA). Although this study focuses on chemical contaminants, the method can be applied to any other continuous factor that constrains the maximum abundance of organisms (e.g., habitat area, harvest rate, dissolved oxygen).
A system to derive field-based contaminant effect concentrations
Contaminants as constraining factors: Quantile regression analysis. The greatest challenge for estimating effect levels from field observations is to discern effects of the contaminant of concern from the impact of numerous sources of stress: Toxic chemicals, habitat degradation, invasive species, etc. In laboratory toxicity assays, the response of organisms to increasing concentrations of a contaminant is measured in the absence of additional stressors. In such controlled conditions, variability in the selected endpoint is greatly reduced, and it is possible to infer that negative effects are caused by the contaminant. Assessment of toxic effects of a chemical based on field observations, in contrast, often uses standard regression analysis (least squares) to estimate changes in average species richness or organism density as a function of uncontrolled concentrations of the contaminant of concern. Not surprisingly, expected declines in density or diversity with increasing contaminant concentrations frequently are obscured by excessive variation in these endpoints due to effects of additional uncontrolled factors.
We propose to examine responses of species to toxicant exposure by quantifying changes in the maximum number of organisms associated with increasing contaminant concentrations. For instance, plots of the number of insects in samples along a gradient of copper concentrations often reveal progressive declines in maximum numbers of insects with increasing concentrations of this contaminant, provided that copper concentrations are sufficiently high to constrain species abundance. A hypothetical example is illustrated in Figure 1 . Such changes in high quantiles of the response variable as a function of an independent factor can be quantified with quantile regression [11, 12] .
Quantile regression estimates parameters of a defined model ( ) that projects a selected quantile () of the dependent variable ( y) as a function of the independent factor (x) [12] . A quantile expresses the fraction of samples, sorted in ascending order, with equal or lower values. The median is the 0.5 quantile, often called the 50th quantile. For a sample of size n, estimates of model parameters minimize the sum of absolute deviations, weighted by the selected quantile or its complementary fraction ( 
Thus, except for ϭ 0.5, positive and negative residuals are differentially weighted, and the difference in weights ascribed to them increases as departs from 0.5 and approaches 0 or 1. Approximately n observations are below and n(1 Ϫ ) of the observations are above the fitted line (or fitted curve).
Parameters of the linear model that result in the lowest sum of weighted absolute deviations (SWAD) were computed with a simplex linear algorithm [13] , which builds on the median regression code written by Barrodale and Roberts [14] . Parameters of nonlinear models that minimize the sum of weighted absolute deviations were estimated with an interior point algorithm [15] . All quantile regression analyses were performed with packages quantreg and nlrq of R, a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics ( [16] ; http://www.R-project.org). The code is available upon request. The objective of using quantile regression in the analysis of field observations is to estimate the limiting function, an expression that projects the maximum number of organisms in samples along a gradient of concentrations of the contaminant of concern (see Fig. 1 ). Several studies have applied this approach [11, [17] [18] [19] , and they clearly illustrate its value. Focus on a high quantile of the number of organisms represents a conceptual departure from the traditional emphasis on the mean response, as in ordinary least squares regression. The great advantage of using the maximal response is that it is less likely to be influenced by other factors. Maximum numbers of organisms along the gradient in toxicant concentrations are observed when negative effects of other contaminants and stressors are absent or minimal [19] . For instance, consider the hypothetical example where mayflies along a gradient of copper concentrations also are exposed to zinc. The maximum number of these insects in samples is reduced, and such reduction is of greater magnitude where zinc concentrations are higher ( Fig. 2) . Co-contaminants, as well as limiting abiotic and biotic factors, decrease the number of organisms in samples, and thus bias the average or any other response level below the limiting function. Bias in estimates of the limiting function may result if one or more stressors are correlated strongly with the independent variable. In the hypothetical example illustrated in Figure 2 , if the coefficient of correlation between zinc and copper concentrations was positive and high (e.g., 0.9), then the maximum number of organisms in samples at high copper concentrations most likely would be overestimated due to additional toxic effects of elevated zinc concentrations.
The focus on variation of a selected quantile(s) of the dependent variable, instead of its mean, is not the only difference between quantile and ordinary least squares regressions. Quantile regression is less sensitive to outliers than least squares, and it generates estimates of model parameters that are unbiased for linear and nonlinear transformations of the response variable [12, 20] . Such desired property permits, for example, computation of unbiased estimates of parameters a and b in the linear function y ϭ a ϩ bx from estimates of ␤ 0 and ␤ 1 in the transformed function log(y) ϭ ␤ 0 ϩ ␤ 1 log(x). In least squares regression, estimates of a and b are biased when computed from ␤ 0 and ␤ 1 [21] . Furthermore, with rank-score statistics, it is possible to test hypotheses and build confidence intervals for parameters of linear models with heteroscedastic errors [22, 23] . Logarithmic transformation of variables, as in the example above, often is done to achieve a homogeneous error distribution, which is a fundamental assumption of least squares regression. It is not yet possible to test hypotheses or build confidence intervals for parameters in nonlinear models. For introductory presentations of quantile regression, see Cade and Noon [19] and Koenker and Hallock [24] .
Selection of the appropriate quantile is an important step in the process of estimating the limiting function. Estimates of model parameters often vary with quantile [19] . Because the limiting function, by definition, sets an upper bound for values of the response variable, it naturally is tempting to use an extremely high quantile. Estimates of model parameters for extreme quantiles, though, frequently have greater uncertainty than other estimates (e.g., see Fig. 4 in Koenker and Hallock [24] ) and, in general, are more sensitive to outliers. For instance, alteration of only one of the 100 simulated points in Figure 1 , a threefold increase in the number of organisms (from 20 to 60) associated with a copper concentration of 784 g/ L reduced slopes of the 90th, 95th, and 99th quantiles by 7.0, 6.6, and 47.2%, respectively. An objective approach to assess uncertainty in estimates of model parameters is to build confidence intervals for such projections. Plots of confidence intervals for slope estimates of quantile regression lines, which project the number of organisms in samples as a function of contaminant concentrations over a broad range of quantiles, offer a clear illustration of the higher uncertainties in slope estimates at quantiles greater than 0.9 (Fig. 3) .
Here we use quantile regression to fit models that project the 90th quantile ( ϭ 0.9) of the number of fishes or benthic macroinvertebrates in samples (m) as a function of copper or zinc concentrations. Because the exact form of the limiting function is not known, we compare four candidate models that project the quantile of the number of fishes or benthic mac- 
where a, b, and c are parameters that we wish to estimate. Model 1 implicitly assumes that numbers of organisms in samples are independent of contaminant concentrations. It corresponds to the standard null hypothesis in regression analyses: Slope of the regression line is not significantly different from zero. Models 2, 3, and 4 project declines in number of organisms as linear, exponential, and sigmoid functions, respectively, of contaminant concentrations in the water.
Model selection: The information-theoretic approach. Selection of the best model(s) considers both the fit and number of parameters. Models with greater number of parameters generally fit the data better, but such reduction in bias invariably is associated with an increase in variance of parameter estimates [25] . Model selection methods attempt to find a parsimonious model with the proper tradeoff between bias and variance. We apply Akaike information criterion statistics for model selection [26] . It is based on the Kullback-Leibler information, I(f,g), which expresses the information lost when model g is used to estimate the full reality f. Obviously, the full reality is never known, but an estimate of the relative distance from reality can be estimated by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [27] AIC ϭ Ϫ2 log΄L(parameters ͦ data)΅ ϩ 2k (2) where k is the number of parameters in the model and L(parametersͦdata) is the maximized likelihood of parameter estimates for the available data. The AIC is a poor estimator of I(f,g) when n/k Ͻ 40 (n is the sample size). In such instances, a second-order version of AIC, AIC c , is recommended [28] 
Hurvich and Tsai [29] demonstrated that the version of AIC c modified for least absolute deviation (L1 c AIC) provides an unbiased estimator for the Kullback-Leibler information, but the small sample criterion for normal least squares regression demands less computations and performs equally well
where 2 is estimated as the sum of squared residuals divided by n. For the least absolute deviation regression, 2 is estimated as (SWAD/n) 2 , where SWAD is the sum of weighted absolute deviations; thus AIC c is computed by the expression 
SWAD constant model
Projection of the field-based contaminant effect concentration
The best model provides a quantitative relationship between contaminant concentration and a high quantile of the number of organisms in samples. Thus, such an estimate of the limiting function allows projection of the contaminant concentration associated with a threshold number of organisms. Derivation of the threshold value is guided by the research objective and available data. For instance, a threshold for assessing the risk of a 50% decline in maximum population size due to toxic effects of a contaminant could be defined as the 99th quantile of organism numbers divided by two. Given our goal, which is to define the contaminant concentration that has minimal or no effect on aquatic species, the lower bound of a 95% confidence interval for annual variation in the 99th quantile of the number of organisms in samples from reference sites would be an ideal threshold, because it would represent the lower bound of natural variation in maximum population sizes. Sites where the 99th quantile of organism numbers were below such a threshold would indicate relevant environmental impacts. Unfortunately, sample sizes were not sufficiently large to reliably estimate annual variation in organism numbers at reference sites. The protective threshold was defined arbitrarily a priori as 0.8 times the 90th quantile of organism numbers in samples from reference sites (a 20% reduction). Selecting a lower protective threshold (e.g., 0.5 ϫ 90th quantile, a 50% reduction) would result in greater FECs values. Conversely, a higher protective threshold value would project lower FECs. We selected the 90th quantile in order to be consistent with our choice of quantile for the regression analysis.
Projection of the contaminant concentration associated with this threshold is relatively simple (Fig. 4) . The first step is to adjust the intercept of the quantile regression model. An adjustment is necessary because the 90th quantile of organism numbers at reference sites may be much greater or lower than the 90th quantile of organism numbers at all sites. If the 90th quantile of organism numbers at reference sites is above the projected quantile regression line (curve), then it is not feasible to project a field-based effect concentration. Conversely, if the 90th quantile of organism numbers at reference sites is much lower than the 90th quantile of organism numbers at all sites, then the projected effect concentration will not protect adequately the aquatic organisms. The intercept adjustment (adj) is just an additional constant to the best model; its magnitude equals the difference between the 90th quantiles of organism numbers at reference and all sites (adj ϭ m ϭ0.9 Ref Ϫ m ϭ0.9All ). The second and final step is rearrangement of the best model to solve for the contaminant concentration associated with a 
Selection of the exponential model may have been unexpected, because the true limiting function was linear. However, the linear and exponential models had similar Akaike weights (0.437 and 0.563, respectively), suggesting that both functions provided similar fits for their numbers of model parameters. Furthermore, estimated parameters for the exponential model generated a curve that was not clearly distinct from a line (Fig.  4) .
Dependent and independent variables
Total copper and zinc concentrations were selected for independent variables in the analyses because these contaminants were monitored by the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, USA (OEPA) and were used in numerous toxicity tests [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Numbers of fishes and benthic macroinvertebrates in samples were a natural choice for endpoints, because number of individuals is a more sensitive indicator of environmental impacts than categories of frequency or presence/ absence data. Inclusion of invertebrates and fishes provides a broad variety of animals for testing toxicity of contaminants. Our exclusive focus on animals only reflects the greater availability of data for these taxa.
Field data
We used monitoring data collected by the OEPA to derive the proposed field-based contaminant effect concentration. The data set provided by the OEPA contained biological and chemical samples collected over a large number of sites and years (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) . We used the following criteria to link them: The chemical sample had to be collected within a mile upstream of the biological sample, and, for macroinvertebrates, up to 60 d before sampling of organisms. This is similar to the period in which the Hester-Dendy plates remain in water (six weeks), allowing invertebrates to recruit and grow on the plates. For fish, chemical samples had to be collected between 30 d before the first sampling date and the date of the last sample collection in the year. Methods for analysis of chemical samples and for sampling fish and macroinvertebrates are described in OEPA ( [35] ; http://www.epa. state.oh.us/dsw/bioassess/BioCriteriaProtAqLife.html). Our analysis of the OEPA data set only included samples where the study organism was present. Although absence of the study taxon may reflect the toxic effects of the contaminant of concern, it also can result from the impacts of other contaminants, competitive or predator exclusion, or inadequate abiotic conditions. It is the great uncertainty about the cause of absence that justifies exclusion of such data. Only species with Ն200 samples were considered for analysis, because smaller sample sizes often had restricted ranges of contaminant concentrations or organism numbers.
Field versus laboratory effect concentrations
Field-based copper and zinc effect concentrations were estimated for species with published results of laboratory toxicity assays. The goal was to compare field and laboratory effect concentrations. The FEC of a taxon was contrasted against its chronic value, projected as the species mean acute value divided by the appropriate acute-to-chronic ratio [2] . Species mean acute values for copper were adjusted to chemical and physical parameters of waters in Ohio rivers and streams. Adjusted values estimate copper concentrations in Ohio waters that cause 50% mortality of organisms. Adjustment of acute values was performed in two steps. First, within the biotic ligand model software (Ver 2.0.0; Hydroqual, Camillus, NY, USA), we created a file with measurements or estimates of temperature, pH, alkalinity, and concentrations of dissolved organic carbon, calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, sulfate, and chloride in waters where toxicity experiments were conducted. Measurements of water characteristics were obtained from original references [30] [31] [32] , and estimates mostly were based on the composition of synthetic freshwater [36] . With such data, we ran the software in speciation mode in order to project copper accumulation in the biotic ligand associated with a 50% mortality of test organisms. Next, we created another file in the biotic ligand model software with average values of chemical and physical parameters in rivers and streams where each species was collected (OEPA data), selected the user-defined organism, and entered the projected 50% mortalities (listed in the output file of the speciation mode as Gill-Cu, nmol/g wet gill ). Running the program in toxicity mode, it computed 50% mortalities adjusted to average water conditions in Ohio rivers and streams. Because the biotic ligand model for zinc was not available when analyses were performed, species mean acute values for this contaminant were not adjusted to chemical and physical parameters of Ohio waters. [30] 40.36 [31] 21 [32] 72.84 [33] 60 a Chronic values were estimated by dividing species mean acute values (from [source]), adjusted for water parameters in Ohio, USA, rivers and streams, by the geometric mean acute-to-chronic ratio (ACR) of fathead and bluntnose minnows (ACR ϭ 12.1). For fathead minnow, the adjusted species mean acute value for copper [31] was divided by its ACR (ACR ϭ 11.4). a Chronic values were estimated by dividing each taxon mean acute value, reported in the Zn ambient water quality criteria (U.S. EPA) [34] , by the acute-chronic ratio (ACR) of fathead minnow (ACR ϭ 5.644).
RESULTS
Field-based effect concentrations (FEC 20%) could be computed for only a small number of taxa because the 90th quantile of numbers of organisms in samples often were independent of contaminant concentrations. The most frequently selected model was a constant. Because it projects a fixed value for the 90th quantile of organism numbers irrespective of toxicant concentrations, a constant limiting function never crosses the protective threshold, a 20% decline in the 90th quantile of organisms at reference sites (see Fig. 4 ), and thus precludes computation of FECs. A constant was selected as the best model to represent the limiting function of copper for eight of the 19 taxa analyzed (Table 1 ). A linear model was selected for six taxa; however, for four of them, the projected slope was positive. It is not possible to compute FECs when the number of organisms increases with contaminant concentrations because the limiting function also may fail to cross the protective threshold. The exponential model was selected best for five species of fish, although the fitted exponent for goldfish was positive. A constant was selected to represent the limiting function of zinc for four of the nine taxa analyzed ( Table 2 ). The exponential model was selected for four of the remaining five taxa. In total, FECs of copper and zinc were computed for five and four species, respectively. Scatter plots (not displayed) revealed no clear trend in FEC as a function of the 90th quantile of organism numbers at reference (m ϭ0.9Ref ) or all sites (m ϭ0.9All ), their difference (adj ϭ m ϭ0.9Ref Ϫ m ϭ0.9All ), or the number of samples from reference or all sites. These preliminary results suggest that FECs are not correlated inherently with these variables.
Integrating chemical and biological criteria
Environ. Toxicol. Chem. 24, 2005 2989 Projected FECs were similar to estimates of chronic values for copper (Table 1) , but up to an order of magnitude lower than estimates of chronic values for zinc (Table 2) . While the smallest ratio between a chronic value for zinc and a corresponding FEC was 3.7, the greatest ratio for copper was only 2.1. Although the Pearson coefficient of correlation between zinc FECs and chronic values was high (zinc: r ϭ 0.76, df ϭ 2, p ϭ 0.24; copper: r ϭ 0.004, df ϭ 3, p ϭ 0.99), there was no significant correlation between projected zinc or copper FECs and respective estimates of chronic values.
The low coefficients of determination (R 1 []) of most taxa indicate that fit of best models were similar to fit of constant models. Low coefficients of determination result from small declines in the SWAD of the best model relative to SWAD of the constant model. When the coefficient of determination is low and Akaike weights of the best and constant models are similar, the estimated limiting function and FEC 20% most likely are inadequate because the best model is effectively similar to a constant. Such condition was found in the analysis of adverse effects of copper on the number of golden shiners. For this reason, we did not compute a copper FEC for this species.
DISCUSSION
Application of the proposed method to derive FECs revealed a clear limitation of available data sets on biological assessment monitoring programs. Most data sets that we examined had low frequencies of high contaminant concentrations. The skewed distribution of contaminant concentrations was the most likely cause for the recurrent selection of a constant as the best model projecting the 90th quantile of organism numbers as a function of copper or zinc concentrations. It is not possible to estimate a meaningful limiting function when toxic effects of contaminants rarely are observed. The low frequency of high contaminant concentrations can be addressed by sampling polluted areas. Available data sets from monitoring programs may offer less skewed distributions for unregulated variables, such as habitat area and quality.
Monitoring programs are not designed to generate data to derive FECs, but the information they collect can be a great asset. Because the objective of most biological monitoring programs is to examine the status and trends of populations, communities, and/or ecosystems (e.g., EMAP [37] ), their sampling designs generally aim to represent adequately the environment and biota of the study region. In contrast, sampling designs for estimating limiting functions with unknown form demand collection of replicated samples along the whole range of stressor levels in order to estimate adequately the function shape and high quantiles of organism numbers. Shortcomings in the data from biological monitoring programs, however, have to be evaluated in light of the impact that data availability has on selection of the appropriate model for ecological risk assessment [38] . Risk assessment models that cannot be implemented with available data sets usually are rejected from the pool of candidate methods.
We envision three main applications of the proposed system. First, FECs can be employed to evaluate the efficacy at which water quality criteria protect aquatic species. The logical argument underpinning such use is that declines in the maximum number of individuals in field samples likely are a more reliable indicator of adverse effects on the population than reductions in vital rates of organisms in laboratory toxicity assays. Inferences regarding the level at which water quality criteria protect aquatic organisms require consideration of the sign and magnitude of differences between these standards and respective FECs, as well as an evaluation of the adequacy of the threshold level employed for projection of the FEC (Fig.  4) . Furthermore, if the threshold level is based on data from reference sites, it is important to analyze the frequency distribution of contaminant concentrations in reference sites and changes in the maximum number of organisms associated with variation in contaminant concentrations at those locations. Interpretation of our results illustrates the deductive process.
The similarity between projected FECs and respective chronic values of copper is striking. It is not uncommon to have distinct chronic tests, with the same species and chemical, that differ by a factor of two. Here, we report a similar ratio between effect concentrations projected from field observations and chronic values estimated from laboratory tests. Differences were small in magnitude and had alternating signs. The alternating signs indicate that FECs were not consistently higher or lower than chronic values. It is important to note that chronic values for copper were adjusted to site-specific conditions using the biotic ligand model [33] . Our results suggest that these benchmarks are analogous and would protect equally the aquatic organisms in Ohio rivers and streams. In contrast, projected zinc FECs consistently were lower than estimates of respective chronic values, and absolute differences between them were large, suggesting that aquatic organisms in Ohio rivers and streams are not protected adequately against the toxic effects of this metal. Such conclusion particularly is concerning because estimated chronic values of zinc were not adjusted to natural surface water conditions (biotic ligand model for zinc was not available when analyses were performed), which likely would raise them further. Although it is plausible to argue that absence of large number of organisms at zinc concentrations greater than estimated chronic values simply reflect low sample sizes at these contaminant concentrations (n [Zn]ՆCV Յ 2), substantial declines in the 90th quantile of organism numbers consistently occurred at zinc concentrations far lower than estimated chronic values (Fig. 5) . Deficiencies in the zinc toxicity data set, such as an inadequate acute-tochronic ratio, may explain the large observed differences between projected FECs and estimated chronic values.
Low concentrations of copper and zinc in reference sites suggest that these metals do not influence abundance of organisms at those locations and, thus, the threshold values used to project FECs. Copper concentrations were Յ20 g/L in 93% of samples (n ϭ 5,135); 91% of samples (n ϭ 4,484) had zinc concentrations Յ40 g/L. If contaminant concentrations were high in reference sites, it would be relevant to examine changes in maximum number of organisms associated with increasing concentrations of copper and zinc. Such analysis could reveal potential bias in the threshold value due to inadequate selection of reference sites.
We did not find evidence that additional contaminants and stressors influenced observed declines in organism numbers associated with increasing copper or zinc concentrations. We tested for correlations between concentrations of our contaminants of concern and concentrations of aluminum, ammonianitrogen, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, chloride, iron, magnesium, manganese, nickel, and total suspended solids, as well as pH in waters where our study species were collected. All Spearman's coefficients of correlation () were below ͦ0.4ͦ ( ranges from Ϫ1 to 1). Correlations between the contaminant of concern and other variables that can limit abundance of organisms do not invalidate our approach. When it occurs, multiple strategies can be explored to test the hypothesis that the contaminant of concern influences the number of organisms in samples: Assess effects of individual contaminants through likelihood ratios or AIC comparisons; analyze distinct data sets or subsets where the described correlation(s) is absent; conduct a literature review for identification of experimental evidence of toxicity; or perform laboratory experiments. We recommend the use of FECs as benchmarks to evaluate and improve water quality criteria, not to replace them. Because an FEC is computed from field observations, only an association between contaminant concentrations and the 90th quantile of organism numbers in samples can be quantified. Results of laboratory experiments, from which water quality criteria are derived, are required to demonstrate that the contaminant of concern causes negative effects on the dynamics of populations, or on the vital rates (survival, growth, or reproduction) that control it. The observed independence between projected FECs and estimated chronic values clearly is provisional, but it suggests that chronic values (e.g., zinc) may be poor estimates of population-level impacts of contaminants in the field. The system to derive effect concentrations presented here can be a valuable tool to adjust water quality criteria.
A second application of FECs relates to the development of water quality criteria for chemicals whose toxic effects are not feasible to test in laboratory assays. For example, most of the negative effects of iron on aquatic organisms result from the deposition of iron colloids on organisms and substrates, disturbing normal metabolism and osmoregulation, and changing the structure and quality of benthic habitats and food resources [39] . A proper test of such impacts in the laboratory would be prohibitively expensive because it would require the construction of living streams. Finally, FECs also can be applied in the implementation of tiered aquatic life uses (S. Davies and S. Jackson, U.S. EPA, Washington, D.C., personal communication). Examples for these two applications are presented in a forthcoming manuscript (T. Linton, unpublished manuscript, Great Lakes Environmental Center, Columbus, OH, USA).
Implementation of FECs for areas other than those where samples were collected is not recommended. Although it is possible to ignore temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, co-contaminants, and other abiotic variables in the derivation of FEC for the sites where chemical and biological samples are collected, these factors, as well as competition, predation, and other biotic interactions, clearly influence abundance of organisms. Variation in levels of these stressors may render the FEC over-or underprotective. For instance, an FEC for zinc derived from chemical and biological samples collected in Wisconsin, USA, where waters frequently are hard, most likely would be underprotective in Vermont, USA, where waters are predominantly soft. Calcium carbonate in hard waters attenuates the toxic effects of zinc. Similarly, changes in the composition of species in water bodies may alter the level of protection provided by benchmarks derived from FECs. Because sensitive taxa may be added or lost from the community, the benchmark may become under-or overprotective.
